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- **The Quick Fix**
  - One or two ideas that are easy to learn and that can be applied to different situations can help in the short term.
  - This is what many programs offer.
  - But …
    - doesn’t solve underlying problems

- **Long-Term Solution**
  - *Hope & Knowledge* has many ideas that take longer to learn.
  - Greater depth of knowledge allows for better understanding, better communication and more effective problem solving.
  - Addresses the complex causes of serious problems and gives more tools to help.

*Hope & Knowledge* is different from many books for helping children because most are written at about a 7th grade reading level or even lower. They have quick fix ideas and are easier to read, but it also means parents, teachers and others miss out on valuable information that could be crucial for helping the child.

*Hope & Knowledge* gives you more information, greater flexibility and more tools to help. This helps in the long run and addresses underlying problems.